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Abstract. Transformers have recently shown superior performance than
CNN on semantic segmentation. However, previous works mostly focus
on the deliberate design of the encoder, while seldom considering the
decoder part. In this paper, we find that a light weighted decoder counts
for segmentation, and propose a pure transformer-based segmentation
decoder, named SegDeformer, to seamlessly incorporate into current var-
ied transformer-based encoders. The highlight is that SegDeformer is able
to conveniently utilize the tokenized input and the attention mechanism
of the transformer for effective context mining. This is achieved by two
key component designs, i.e., the internal and external context mining
modules. The former is equipped with internal attention within an im-
age to better capture global-local context, while the latter introduces
external tokens from other images to enhance current representation.
To enable SegDeformer in a scalable way, we further provide perfor-
mance/efficiency optimization modules for flexible deployment. Experi-
ments on widely used benchmarks ADE20K, COCO-Stuff and Cityscapes
and different transformer encoders (e.g., ViT, MiT and Swin) demon-
strate that SegDeformer can bring consistent performance gains. Code
is available at https://github.com/lygsbw/segdeformer.

1 Introduction

Semantic segmentation is a fundamental computer vision task and has attracted
broad interest for its wide applications. Current solutions for semantic segmenta-
tion usually follow an encoder-decoder architecture proposed in FCN [22], which
enables efficient transferring from the classification pretrained backbone for seg-
mentation via per-pixel classification. Recently, great performance benefits have
been achieved in image classification by replacing Convolutional Neural Networks
(CNN) with transformer-based networks [11,21,12], and many works [37,30,24]
have pushed the segmentation performance by adapting these structures.

However, previous transformer-based methods mostly focus on designing the
encoder, while ignoring the decoder part. These frameworks are usually equipped
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Fig. 1. The internal tokens from the current image and the introduced leanable ex-
ternal tokens can easily interacted with each other for multi-level context mining in a
transformer-based framework.

with a cumbersome transformer encoder for better performance, which inevitably
suffers high computational costs. Considering this issue, there have been several
context modeling designs at the decoder for CNN-based models. Among them,
ASPP [4] and PPM [35] enlarge the spatial scale of contexts to utilize multi-scale
contexts. OCNet [32] and CCNet [15] augment the representation of a position by
aggregating the representations of its contextual positions. The highlight is that,
the decoder part has stronger feature integration capability compared to the
encoder. Since there exist co-occurrent visual patterns among pixels, designing
context modeling schemes in the decoder is a more direct and effective practice.
Considering that the context introduced by these works all comes from pixels
within a single image, some recent works [17,27] introduce cross-image context
mining and validate that it helps improve feature representation.

Different from previous complex context mining schemes, this paper pursues a
simple but effective design for the decoder based on a light weighted transformer
module. The motivation is that we find transformer enjoys several advantages
which are suitable for context mining. First, the attention mechanism is very
conducive to contextual information interaction since it has a global receptive
field. Second, the flexible tokenized input of the transformer makes it convenient
to model cross-image information. As shown in Fig. 1, by leveraging transformer,
we can conveniently integrate context from different levels.

Based on these observations, this paper proposes a pure transformer-based
decoder, named SegDeformer, for semantic segmentation. SegDeformer considers
using two different kinds of context modules to help model pixel-level represen-
tation. One is an internal context mining module to capture global-local context
within an image, which contains only one internal attention layer but the straight
design is surprisingly effective. Another is an external context mining module
for cross-image context interaction. We introduce additional learnable tokens in
this module which take charge of summarizing information from other images.
We also decouple and impose additional constraints on these tokens to make
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each token category-specific and ensure that the extracted information is help-
ful. Compared to [17] and [27] which utilize huge memory space to store the
external information, our external tokens are more flexible and can bring more
hierarchical features. Benefiting from the transformer structure, internal tokens
and external tokens can easily interact through several external attention layers
with little computation burden.

SegDeformer can be combined with other optimization modules, such as
multi-stage feature fusion modules and efficient self-attention operation, for fur-
ther performance/efficiency trade off. SegDeformer is also applicable to different
kinds of transformer encoders, e.g., ViT [11], MiT [30] and Swin [21], and bring
consistent performance gains. To demonstrate the power of SegDeformer, we
conduct massive experiments on three widely used segmentation benchmarks,
ADE20K, COCO-Stuff and Cityscapes, and experimental results demonstrate
its superior performance.

In a nutshell, this paper makes the following contributions:

– We propose a novel transformer-based decoder for semantic context mining,
which is applicable to different encoders with varied structures.

– We design simple but effective internal and external context mining modules
in the decoder for different levels of feature augmentation.

– We propose optimization techniques for further expansion and analysis the
effect of SegDeformer on segmentation benchmarks.

2 Related Work

Transformer-based Semantic Segmentation. Great performance break-
throughs have been achieved in semantic segmentation since the introduction
of transformers [26,11,21] into computer vision tasks. Among the transformer-
based methods, some works [21,10] directly transfer the transformer encoder
designed for classification into semantic segmentation by fine-tuning together
with the segmentation decoders [18,29]. Recent works [30,24,6,16] consider to
design the overall segmentation framework for better adaptation. Among them,
SegFormer [30] adopts a hierarchical encoder design for fine-to-coarse feature
extraction as well as a light-weighted decoder design for efficient prediction.
Segmenter [24] adds additional class-related tokens that aggregate embeddings
of image patches for predicting class labels. MaskFormer [6] utilizes mask clas-
sification that predicts the class labels for binary masks related to regions or
segments rather than focusing on each pixel. SeMask [16] introduces semantic
attention layers into the encoder to improve the ability to encapsulate semantic
information in features. Different from these methods, we pay more attention to
the decoder and utilize the transformer for context interactions while ensuring
our design can adapt to different encoders.

Context Scheme. It is efficient and effective to aggregate contextual infor-
mation for boosting semantic segmentation. ASPP [2,3,4] and PPM [35] exploit
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multi-scale contexts by introducing pyramid pooling representations and paral-
lel dilated convolutions, respectively. Recently, contextual information is further
aggregated to augment the pixel representation using the spatial positions [36],
channels [13] and objects [32] attention mechanisms, and these strategies are
then enhanced by using the non-local operation [28] and criss-cross attention [15]
to exploit the long-term dependency and criss-cross path. Furthermore, pixels
are grouped in [31,33,19] to consider the relations within different object re-
gions and augment the features with the group representation. Considering that
these methods leverage the contexts from the same (current) image, MCIBI [17]
improves the pixel representations with cross-image information stored in the
memory bank. In this work, we consider both intra- and extra-image context
mining by exploiting the input and interaction schemes of the transformer.

Discussion. Our design is inspired by MCIBI [17], which also introduces cross-
image information for context mining. The main difference is that we bring
the benefits of the transformer into the decoder design, while MCIBI is still
limited to the CNN framework. Besides, we introduce learnable external tokens,
which are proved useful in the following section to model more hierarchical cross-
image information and achieve better performance than the use of memory bank
in MCIBI. Segmenter [24] also introduces external class-map tokens, whereas
they only use the similarity between these tokens and the internal tokens of the
image for class prediction. However, we experimentally demonstrate that their
structures are difficult to transfer. Our SegDeformer also goes one step further
in the usage of external tokens, i.e., we use external tokens serve only as key for
feature augmentation and enable more specialized designs for external tokens.
More details will be introduced in the following.

3 Methods

3.1 Overall Architecture

An overview of our architecture is shown in Fig. 2. Given an H × W × 3 in-
put image, we first divide it into patches and pass these patches to the vision
transformer encoder to obtain multi-stage feature map Fi ∈ RCi×Hi×Wi , where
i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}. Vision transformer encoder can benefit from our architecture
regardless of their kinds, so it can be both flat structures like ViT, where the
feature maps pass through each stage are all at 1

16 of the original image reso-
lution, and deep-narrow structures like MiT and Swin, where the feature maps
are at { 1

4 ,
1
8 ,

1
16 ,

1
32} of the original image resolution. Similarly, the channel di-

mension of the feature maps increases with the deepening of the deep-narrow
structures but keeps the same in the flat structures.

After obtaining these multi-stage features, we then pass them to our proposed
SegDeformer to augment the representations and predict the final segmentation
mask M of size H × W × Ncls, where Ncls is the number of categories. The
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Fig. 2. The overall architecture. SegDeformer contains two key components: internal
attention and external attention, for internal and external context mining. It is a general
decoder that is applicable to different kinds of transformer encoders.

proposed SegDeformer consists of the following main steps. First, following Seg-
Former [30], basic MLP layers and optional up-sampling operations are used to
unify the channel dimension and feature scale of multi-stage features:

F̂i = Linear (Ci, C) (Fi) ,∀i,

F̂i = Upsample (H1 ×W1)
(
F̂i

)
,∀i,

F = Linear(4C,C)
(
Concat

(
F̂i

))
,∀i,

(1)

where Linear(Cin, Cout)(·) denotes a linear layer and Cin and Cout are input
and output vector dimensions respectively and F denotes the fused feature.
Then, we flatten F back to the internal token sequence Xinter with size N ×C,
where N = H1 × W1 denotes the length of Xinter, and conduct internal and
external context mining as follows:

Yinter = Minter(Xinter),

Yexter = Mexter(Xinter, Xexter),
(2)

where Minter and Mexter denotes the internal context mining module and
external context mining module, respectively, and Yinter and Yexter are their
outputs. Xexter ∈ RNcls×C is a learnable external token sequence which will be
introduced in the following. Next, the augmented feature Faug ∈ RH1×W1×C is
obtained by a feature fusion operation F and a reshape operation:

Faug = Reshape(F(Xinter, Yinter, Yexter)), (3)

where F is simply set to an element-wise adding operation in our architecture.
Finally, the predicted segmentation mask M is obtained by:

M = Upsample(H ×W )(H(Faug)), (4)

where H denotes the classification head.
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Fig. 3. Feature consistency visualization. The feature consistency of a given pixel (red
dots in images) is calculated by the similarity between its feature and the features of
other pixels.

3.2 Internal Context Mining

Although the highest layers of transformer architecture are proved to have global
respective field [30], we observe that the following multi-stage feature unification
operation (Eq. 1) still brings feature confusion and leads to noncontinuous and
incorrect mask prediction. We think this is because attention at different stages
usually focuses on different contents, some aggregated information may not be
suitable for segmentation and requires re-integration. Besides, for transformer
encoders with deep-narrow designs, features are organized in a fine-to-coarse
way, and regions represented by tokens at different stages have scale differences.

The internal context mining module Minter with global aggregation capa-
bilities is therefore designed to reintegrate information from other related pix-
els. Such that confused pixels can aggregate relevant high-quality information
from other pixels, and improve the representation. We do not adopt compli-
cated designs for Minter because we empirically find only a one-head self-
attention operation is enough to solve the feature confusion problem, as shown
in Fig. 3. For computing self-attention in Minter, Xinter is first transformed into
Qinter,Kinter, Vinter with the same dimensions N×C by projecting. Then Yinter

is computed by:

Yinter = SoftMax

(
QinterK

T
inter√

C

)
Vinter. (5)

3.3 External Context Mining

Besides the internal information, the contextual information from other images
can also enrich features and benefit globally consistent representation across im-
ages. This section elaborates the details of our external context mining module
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Mexter, which uses cross-image information to augment features and is com-
plimentary to Minter. We hope to convey that the tokenized input used in the
transformer is flexible and easily expandable to carry cross-image information.

Adding external tokens to the decoder. As shown in Fig. 2, in addition
to the internal token sequence Xinter, which represents the intrinsic information
of the current image, we further introduce several external tokens, which are
responsible for bring cross-image information to the current image. The external
token sequence contains Ncls tokens, and each token aggregates information
with different meanings. Mexter is composed of two one-head cross-attention
operations, which is performed between Xinter and Xexter. Specifically, we first
transform Xinter into Qmid and transform Xexter into Kmid and Vmid, then the
mid-level feature Xmid is obtained by:

Attnmid =
QmidK

T
mid√

C
,

Xmid = SoftMax(Attnmid)Vmid.

(6)

Then we project Xinter again to Qexter and project Xmid to Kexter and
Vexter, and the augmented feature Yexter is finally obtained by:

Yexter = SoftMax

(
QexterK

T
exter√

C

)
Vexter. (7)

Adding constraint to external tokens. As part of the network parameters,
Xexter can continuously update itself along with the learning process. How-
ever, we find that adding additional constraints to Xexter to make each token
category-specific can bring better performance. The category specialization can
be achieved by applying additional cross-entropy loss on the mid output Mmid

arising from Attnmid ∈ RN×Ncls :

Mmid = Upsample(H ×W )(Reshape(Attnmid)),

Lattn =
1

H ×W

∑
i,j

Lce

(
Mmid

[i,j,∗], §
(
GT[ij]

))
,

(8)

Here, § denotes for converting the ground truth class label stored in GT into
a one-hot format,

∑
i,j denotes that the summation is carried out over all the

pixels of the GT , and Lce is the cross-entropy loss. Similarly, we can also get the
final segmentation loss Lseg using the mask prediction M :

Lseg =
1

H ×W

∑
i,j

Lce

(
M[i,j,∗], §

(
GT[ij]

))
,

Ltotal = Lseg + αLattn,

(9)

where α is the hyper-parameters to balance the losses. We empirically set
α = 0.4 by default.
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Decoupling external tokens. In the above basic framework, Xexter is respon-
sible for both information interaction and category prediction, which increases
the difficulty of its ability to compress information. We find that decoupling
Xexter into two parts that take the two responsibilities separately can further
enhance expressiveness. So in practice, we first enlarge the dimension of Xexter

to X̂exter with size N × 2C. Then, for one external token x̂exter ∈ X̂exter with
size 2C, we decouple it into two parts:

x̂exter = [x̂info, x̂class], (10)

where x̂info ∈ RC takes charge of exchanging information and x̂class ∈ RC

is used for mid-level prediction. The decoupling of responsibilities can be easily
achieved by substituting Kmid and Vmid in Eq. 6 with the projection of X̂class

and X̂info, respectively.

3.4 Optimization Modules

SegDeformer can be seamlessly integrated with other modules for further adap-
tation and expansion. We list part of the optimization techniques we used in this
section, i.e., multi-stage feature fusion and efficient self-attention.

Multi-stage feature fusion. SegDeformer mainly utilizes the attention mecha-
nism to augment features while only using basic MLP (Eq. 1) for multi-stage fea-
ture fusion. Some other multi-level feature aggregation techniques, e.g., Semantic-
FPN [18], UperNet [29], and FAPN [14], can be used in conjunction with our
method and bring further performance gains. Following Swin [21], We addition-
ally introduce UperNet in some cases to pursue better feature representation.

Efficient self-attention. Despite SegDeformer can make good use of the char-
acteristics of the transformer, the computational cost of the attention operations,
mainly coming from Eq. 5 and 7, makes it unable to adapt to some real-time
structures. In this case, we can introduce efficient self-attention to reduce the
calculation amount. Denote the reduction ratio as R, we can use a R×R convo-
lution with stride R to reduce the scale of K and V in Eq. 5 and 7. As a result,

the complexity of the self-attention is reduced from O
(
N2

)
to O

(
N2

R

)
.

4 Experiments

4.1 Experimental Settings

Datasets. We conduct experiments on three wildly used datasets, namely:

– ADE20K [9] is a scene parsing dataset. It contains around 25K images span-
ning 150 semantic categories, of which 20K for training, 2K for validation,
and another 3K for testing.
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Table 1. Benchmark results on ADE20K (val). † means using UperNet. ‡ means using
ImageNet-22K for pretraining. SeMask-L in the encoder is short for SeMask Swin-L.

Method Encoder Crop Size Params↓ mIoU↑ MS mIoU↑
FCN [22] ResNet101 512× 512 68.59 39.91 41.40

EncNet [34] ResNet101 512× 512 55.05 42.61 44.01

PSPNet [35] ResNet101 512× 512 68.07 44.39 45.35

CCNet [15] ResNet101 512× 512 68.92 43.71 45.04

DeeplabV3+ [5] ResNet101 512× 512 62.68 45.47 46.35

Deit-B† [25] Deit-B 512× 512 120.57 45.36 47.16

DPT [23] ViT-B 512× 512 109.71 46.97 48.34

SETR-PUP [37] ViT-L 512× 512 317.29 48.24 49.99

Twins† [7] SVT-L 512× 512 132.78 49.65 50.63

SegFormer-B1 [30] MiT-B1 512× 512 13.72 40.97 42.54

SegFormer-B5 [30] MiT-B5 512× 512 82.01 49.13 50.22

Swin-L†‡ [21] Swin-L 512× 512 233.96 51.61 52.98

Swin-L‡ [21] Swin-L 640× 640 203.65 50.85 52.95

SeMask-L‡[16] SeMask-L 640× 640 211.79 51.89 53.52

Swin-L†‡ [21] Swin-L 640× 640 233.96 52.09 53.47

Deit-B† + SegDeformer Deit-B 512× 512 122.96 46.07 47.94

SegFormer-B1 + SegDeformer MiT-B1 512× 512 14.35 44.05 45.98

SegFormer-B5 + SegDeformer MiT-B5 512× 512 82.65 50.32 51.29

Swin-L†‡ + SegDeformer Swin-L 512× 512 236.35 52.77 53.90

Swin-L†‡ + SegDeformer Swin-L 640× 640 236.35 53.12 54.13

– COCO-Stuff [1] is a large scale dataset, which includes 118K training im-
ages and 5K validation images from COCO 2017 [20], which contains anno-
tations for 80 object classes and 91 stuff classes.

– Cityscapes [8] is an urban scene dataset which contains 5,000 finely anno-
tated images, with 2,975 for training, 500 for validation and 1,524 for testing,
respectively. It contains 19 categories, such as person, sky and car etc.

Implementation details. We train our model with 8 Tesla V100 using themm-
segmentation3 codebase. Unless specified, the encoder is pretrained on Imagenet-
1K dataset and the decoder is randomly initialized. Most training and evaluation
settings follow [30]. Specifically, during training, we randomly crop the train-
ing images to 512 × 512 for ADE20K and COCO-Stuff and to 1024 × 1024 for
Cityscapes. Other data augmentation strategies follow [30]. We train the models
for 160K iterations and use a batch size of 16 for ADE20K and COCO-Stuff and
8 for Cityscapes. We use AdamW optimizer and the learning rate is set to an ini-
tial value of 6e− 5 with “poly” LR schedule. During the evaluation, we keep the

3 https://github.com/open-mmlab/mmsegmentation
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Table 2. Benchmark results on COCO-Stuff. † means using UperNet. ‡ means using
ImageNet-22K for pretraining.

Method Encoder mIoU↑
Deit-B† [25] Deit-B 45.68

SegFormer-B5 [30] MiT-B5 46.71

Swin-L†‡ [21] Swin-L 49.05

Deit-B† + SegDeformer Deit-B 46.02

SegFormer-B5 + SegDeformer MiT-B5 47.51

Swin-L†‡ + SegDeformer Swin-L 49.51

Table 3. Benchmark results on Cityscapes (val). † means using UperNet. ‡ means
using ImageNet-22K for pretraining. ⋆ means using efficient self-attention.

Method Encoder mIoU↑
Deit-B† [25] Deit-B 79.09

SegFormer-B5 [30] MiT-B5 82.07

Swin-L†‡ [21] Swin-L 82.80

Deit-B† + SegDeformer Deit-B 80.10

SegFormer-B5⋆ + SegDeformer MiT-B5 82.46

Swin-L†‡⋆ + SegDeformer Swin-L 83.52

aspect ratio and rescale the short side of the image to training cropped size. For
COCO-Stuff and Cityscapes, we additionally conduct inference using the slid-
ing window test. Following the standard, we use mean Intersection-over-Union
(mIoU) averaged over all classes for evaluation. It should be noted that for fair
comparisons, the results reported following are all based on mmsegmentation.

4.2 Main Results

This section compares our results with other methoss on ADE20K, COCO-Stuff
and Cityscapes, as well as the qualitative results on Cityscapes.

Results on ADE20K. Tab. 1 summarizes our results for ADE20K. The top
part of the table reports some CNN-based methods and the middle includes some
transformer-based methods, which achieve higher performance and are served
as our primary research objective. At the bottom, we report the results of our
SegDeformer with different encoders. As shown, Segdocoder achieves 43.88%,
46.07%, 50.32% and 52.77% mIoU based on MiT-B1, Deit-B, MiT-B5 and Swin-
L, respectively, which is 2.91%, 0.71%, 1.19% and 1.16% better than correspond-
ing baselines with only a small increase in the number of parameters. We also
conducted multi-scale inference following standard practice [21], and the per-
formance gains are consistent, which are 3.44% for MiT-B1, 0.78% for Deit-B,
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Fig. 4. Visual comparisons between Deit-B and Deit-B + SegDeformer on Cityscapes.

1.07% for MiT-B5 and 0.92% for Swin-L. Besides, SegDeformer can improve the
result when using larger input for Swin-L, from 52.09% to 53.12%. A recent
work, SeMask [16], achieves close performance growth when using Swin-L with
FPN as the baseline. Its design requires adding attention modules to every en-
coder layer, while our decoder design only introduces a small number of external
tokens with three attention operations, which is simpler and more effective.

Results on COCO-Stuff. We then evaluate SegDeformer on the COCO-Stuff
dataset. Since mmsegmentation does not provide results on COCO-Stuff, we
reproduce the Deit-B, Mit-B5 and Swin-L baseline for fair comparisons. The
results shown in Tab. 2 are still positive. We achieve 0.34% gains for Deit-B,
0.80% gains for MiT-B5 and 0.46% gains for Swin-L.

Results on Cityscapes. We also report benchmark results on Cityscapes. To
meet the larger input size, we replace self-attention with efficient self-attention
when using MiT-B5 and Swin-L. As shown in Tab. 3, we achieve 1.01% gains
for Deit-B, 0.39% gains for MiT-B5 and 0.72% gains for Swin-L. Fig. 4 shows
the qualitative results, where SegDeformer provides smoother predictions and
better details than the baseline.

4.3 Ablation Study

This section ablates different variants of our SegDeformer framework on ADE20K,
including the components of Minter and Mexter, and the use of Minter and
Mexter. Some other discussions and comparisons are also included.

Designs of Xinter. This section studies the structure design of Minter. As
shown in Tab. 4, Equipping Minter with only a one-head self-attention can
already boost the performance by a large margin, from 40.97% to 42.65%. The
experimental results are robust and no additional performance gains are brought
when using more complex designs, so we choose to keep the simplest design.
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Table 4. Studies on the structure of internal context mining modules based on
SegFormer-B1, including the number of heads, depths, and the use of MLP after the
internal attention.

Heads Depths MLP mIoU

0 0 40.97

1 1 42.65 (1.68 ↑)
1 2 42.53 (1.56 ↑)
2 1 42.62 (1.65 ↑)
1 1 ✓ 42.81 (1.84 ↑)

Table 5. Studies on the design of external context mining modules based on
SegFormer-B1, including the type of Xexter, the use of Lattn and Yexter, and the de-
coupling (De.) operation.

Type of Xexter Lattn Yexter De. mIoU↑
Mom. Learn.

40.97

✓ ✓ 41.44 (0.47 ↑)
✓ ✓ ✓ 41.74 (0.77 ↑)

✓ ✓ 41.57 (0.60 ↑)
✓ ✓ 41.86 (0.89 ↑)
✓ ✓ ✓ 42.37 (1.40 ↑)
✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 42.84 (1.87↑)

Type of Xexter. We first replace the learnable external tokens with momentum
update tokens to analyze the influence of the type of Xexter. The momentum
update schedule is the same as [17]. The results are shown in Tab. 5. Com-
pared to baseline, it achieves minor improvement (0.47%) and adds mid-level
supervision merely bringing 0.30% additional gains, which is still 0.63% lower
than our learnable external tokens under the same setting. We believe this is
because the momentum updated features are relatively similar to the internal
features, so their augmentation effect is limited, while our method can bring
more hierarchical features. More analysis is included in the appendix.

Influence of Lattn, Yexter and the decoupling operation. Then we study
Lattn, Yexter and the decoupling operation. As shown in Tab. 5, although learn-
ing Xexter freely can also bring performance improvements, it is not as effective
as adding additional regularization to each token (41.57% vs 42.37%). Remov-
ing Yexter and directly using Xmid for feature fusion means merely using one
attention layer in Mexter, which causes 0.51% performance loss compared to
our final module. Decoupling Xexter can bring further performance gain, from
42.37% to 42.84%, which indicates that fully mining external information has
more potential benefits.
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Table 6. Effectiveness of internal and external context mining based on SegFormer-
B1.

Mining Type mIoU↑
Internal External

40.97

✓ 42.65 (1.68 ↑)
✓ 42.84 (1.87 ↑)

✓ ✓ 44.05 (3.08 ↑)

Table 7. Studies on the applicability of SegDeformer and optimization modules. †
means using UperNet. ⋆ means using efficient self-attention.

Method Params↓ fps↑ mIoU↑
Deit-S† 52.09 30.30 42.87

Deit-S + SegDeformer 27.21 33.65 43.93

Deit-S† + SegDeformer 54.48 28.52 44.10

Swin-S† 81.26 15.89 47.72

Swin-S + SegDeformer 54.02 4.83 48.16

Swin-S† + SegDeformer 83.65 4.34 48.94

Swin-S†⋆ + SegDeformer 92.43 11.44 48.42

SegFormer-B2 24.91 33.47 45.58

SegFormer-B2 + SegDeformer 25.40 7.80 47.49

SegFormer-B2⋆ + SegDeformer 27.59 24.63 47.09

Effectiveness of Minter and Mexter. Tab. 6 inspects the influence of inter-
nal and external mining. It reveals that both kinds of mining bring performance
gains (1.68% for Minter and 1.87% for Mexter), and combining them brings
larger improvement (3.08%). The results reflect the effectiveness of mining in
both global-local and cross-image contexts, and their effects are complementary.

Adaptability of SegDeformer. In Tab. 7, we investigate the adaptability of
our SegDeformer. As shown, our method can bring performance improvement to
all the encoders. For Deit-B and Swin-L, replacing the original UperNet decoder
with SegDeformer can respectively bring 1.06% and 0.44% gains, and integrating
SegDeformer with UperNet decoder can lead to another 0.27% and 0.78% im-
provement. For SegFormer-B2, our SegDeformer can also boost the performance
from 45.58% to 47.49%, which demonstrates its adaptability.

Complexity analysis. Tab. 7 also reports the parameters and latency for a
comprehensive comparison. For flat structures like DeiT-S, SegDeformer enjoys
fewer parameters and less latency (27.21M and 33.65fps) compared to the Uper-
Net decoder (52.09M and 30.30fps). For deep-narrow structures like MiT-B2 and
Swin-S, although the amount of parameters is still small (54.02M and 25.40M),
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Table 8. Ablation studies on SegFormer-B2 with different depths and widths at base
decoders, denoted as (depth,width). ⋆ means using efficient self-attention.

Method Params↓ mIoU↑
SegFormer-B2 (2,256) 24.91 45.58

SegFormer-B2 (8,256) 25.46 45.68

SegFormer-B2 + SegDeformer (-,256) 25.40 47.49

Method fps↑ mIoU↑
SegFormer-B2 (2,256) 33.47 45.58

SegFormer-B2 (8,512) 24.33 46.08

SegFormer-B2⋆ + SegDeformer (-,256) 24.63 47.09

the latency of SegDeformer becomes hard to tolerate (4.83fps and 7.80fps). This
is because the final output size of the deep-narrow network is larger, which in-
creases the computational burden of self-attention, and we can resort to efficient
self-attention for better performance and efficiency trade off. The latency can be
great optimized when using efficient self-attention, i.e., 4.83fps → 11.44fps for
MiT-B2 and 7.80fps → 24.63fps for Swin-S, with a tiny performance penalty.

Comparison with decoders with varying depths and widhts. We de-
liberately design decoders with varying depths and widths for fair comparisons
with our SegDeformer under roughly the same parameters and fps. As shown in
Tab. 8, merely adding depths or widths brings marginal gains, and SegDeformer
enjoys better performance, which validates that the advantage comes from the
architecture rather than the capacity. Note that for fps, we provide an efficient
self-attention optimization to fit some deep-narrow encoders, and SegDeformer
with efficient self-attention achieves better performance under close fps. We also
provide comparisons with some other representative decoders in the appendix.

5 Conclusion

This paper proposed a pure transformer-based decoder termed SegDeformer for
semantic segmentation, which can effectively model the intra- and inter-image
context for better feature representation. The main contributions are two folds.
First, we propose an internal context mining module equipped with an internal
attention layer to capture global-local context within an image. Second, we model
cross-image context via introducing learnable external tokens and designing an
external context mining module for cross-image feature interaction. We also pro-
vide several optimization modules for scalable deployment. SegDeformer can be
integrated with different encoders and experiments demonstrate its effectiveness.
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